
Unleashing the Power of Class Cultures to
Strengthen Social Movement Groups

Are you part of a social movement group striving to make a lasting impact on the
world? Do you feel like your efforts sometimes fall short of what you envision? In
order to truly strengthen social movement groups, it is crucial to recognize and
understand the influence of class cultures within these groups.
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The Significance of Class Cultures

Class cultures refer to the shared values, beliefs, and behaviors that are
characteristic of different social classes. These cultures shape how individuals
perceive the world, interact with others, and approach activism. By
acknowledging and embracing class cultures, social movement groups can
harness the diverse strengths and perspectives of their members, ultimately
leading to more effective and inclusive advocacy.
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Envision your social movement group as a mosaic, with each member
representing a unique tile. These tiles, when put together, create a beautiful
picture symbolizing unity in diversity. However, without acknowledging the
influence of class cultures, some tiles may be missing or not fully appreciated,
resulting in a fragmented and incomplete mosaic.

Breaking Down Class Barriers

To strengthen social movement groups, it is essential to break down class
barriers and foster an environment of understanding and collaboration. Here are
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a few practical steps that groups can take to achieve this:

1. Education and Awareness

Begin by educating members about the importance of class cultures and the
impact they have on group dynamics. Encourage open discussions and create a
safe space where individuals can share their experiences and perspectives. By
raising awareness, group members can collectively develop strategies to address
any inequalities or biases that may arise.

2. Building Bridges

Reach out to individuals from diverse class backgrounds and invite them to join
your movement. Make an effort to understand their unique struggles and
perspectives. By actively seeking representation from different classes, your
group can better address the needs of all members of society.

3. Empathy and Solidarity

Develop empathy and solidarity among group members by fostering an
environment of mutual respect and understanding. Encourage individuals to step
outside their comfort zones and engage with people from different class
backgrounds. By doing so, social movement groups can form strong alliances
and work together towards common goals.

The Benefits of Embracing Class Cultures

By embracing class cultures within social movement groups, several benefits can
be experienced:

1. Enhanced Creativity

Class cultures bring a diversity of ideas and perspectives to the table. By tapping
into this wealth of creativity, social movement groups can develop innovative



strategies and solutions to address systemic issues.

2. Greater Effectiveness

When individuals from different class backgrounds come together, they bring their
unique skills and strengths. By leveraging these diverse talents, social movement
groups can operate more efficiently and achieve greater impact.

3. Broader Reach and Inclusivity

By acknowledging and respecting class cultures, social movement groups can
connect with a wider range of individuals. This inclusivity strengthens the
movement's ability to create meaningful change by involving voices from various
socioeconomic backgrounds.

Strengthening social movement groups requires recognizing and embracing the
influence of class cultures. By breaking down class barriers, promoting education
and awareness, and fostering empathy and solidarity, these groups can unlock
the full potential of their members and make a lasting impact on society.
Embracing class cultures leads to enhanced creativity, greater effectiveness, and
a broader reach, ensuring that social movements leave no one behind.
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Many activists worry about the same few problems in their groups: low turnout,
inactive members, conflicting views on racism, overtalking, and offensive
violations of group norms. But in searching for solutions to these predictable and
intractable troubles, progressive social movement groups overlook class culture
differences. In Missing Class, Betsy Leondar-Wright uses a class-focused lens to
show that members with different class life experiences tend to approach these
problems differently. This perspective enables readers to envision new solutions
that draw on the strengths of all class cultures to form the basis of stronger cross-
class and multiracial movements.The first comprehensive empirical study of US
activist class cultures, Missing Class looks at class dynamics in 25 groups that
span the gamut of social movement organizations in the United States today,
including the labor movement, grassroots community organizing, and groups
working on global causes in the anarchist and progressive traditions. Leondar-
Wright applies Pierre Bourdieu’s theories of cultural capital and habitus to four
class trajectories: lifelong working-class and poor; lifelong professional middle
class; voluntarily downwardly mobile; and upwardly mobile.Compellingly written
for both activists and social scientists, this book describes class differences in
paths to activism, attitudes toward leadership, methods of conflict resolution,
ways of using language, diversity practices, use of humor, methods of recruiting,
and group process preferences. Too often, we miss class. Missing Class makes a
persuasive case that seeing class culture differences could enable activists to
strengthen their own groups and build more durable cross-class alliances for
social justice.
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